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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention regards a machine for
the decoration of three-dimensional articles.
[0002] More particularly, the present invention regards
a machine for the decoration of three-dimensional arti-
cles such as plates, bowls, trays, and the like.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] In the field of decoration of three-dimensional
articles such as plates, bowls, trays and the like, ma-
chines are known which use inkjet technology.
[0004] This technology, which in the field of decoration
of ceramic articles has supported or even supplanted oth-
er conventional technologies, allows obtaining excellent
results with regard to the quality and repeatability of the
decorations.
[0005] The machines of currently used type comprise
a base, which is associated with a support area of the
article to be decorated, and a decoration group provided
with at least one inkjet print head.
[0006] The aforesaid print head comprises respective
nozzles suitable to deposit, on the surface of the article,
pre-established quantities of the printing fluid (e.g. an ink,
an enamel, or other fluid types).
[0007] The decoration group comprises means which
allow spatially orienting the respective printing head in
order to follow the curvature of the article to be decorated,
so as to be able to achieve the desired decorations even
on non-flat surfaces, tilted surfaces, and the like.
[0008] In some versions of the machine, the decoration
group comprises multiple print heads or groups of print
heads, separated from each other mainly based on the
type of printing fluid delivered.
[0009] This means that the single print heads or groups
of print heads can be actuated and controlled in an inde-
pendent manner, in relation to the specific decoration
work to be carried out with a specific fluid.
[0010] Due to this, it is possible to autonomously con-
trol the supply of different fluids, for example inks of dif-
ferent color.
[0011] The latter expedient certainly allows obtaining
the maximum versatility of the machine in making many
different types of decorations, which as stated are
marked by very high levels of quality and repeatability.
[0012] Nevertheless, the machines of the above-de-
scribed type are able to carry out a specific decoration
work on only one article at a time, on which the different
print heads or the different groups of print heads, provid-
ed in the machine itself, operate in succession.
[0013] In other words, the production rate of the ma-
chine is conditioned by the time interval necessary for
carrying out the complete decoration of a single plate.
[0014] This can constitute a considerable limit in spe-
cific situations in which a higher production rate is instead

requested, to be obtained nevertheless with the same
quality level of the decoration work carried out.
[0015] WO2011154628 A1 shows a machine for the
decoration of three dimensional articles with varying di-
mensions according to the state of the art.

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0016] The aim of the present invention is to improve
the state of the art.
[0017] Within such aim, an object of the present inven-
tion is to make a machine for the decoration of three-
dimensional articles which allows obtaining a reduction
of the production operative times with respect to those
attainable with the known machines that are currently
diffused on the market, at least with the same quality
level of the obtainable results.
[0018] Another object of the present invention is to im-
plement a machine for the decoration of three-dimen-
sional articles which allows simultaneously processing a
certain number of articles.
[0019] A further object of the present invention is to
provide a machine for the decoration of three-dimension-
al articles that is structurally simple and inexpensive.
[0020] Still another object of the present invention is
to make a machine for the decoration of three-dimen-
sional articles that is more flexible and versatile than the
known machines.
[0021] This aim and these objects are achieved by the
machine for the decoration of three-dimensional articles
according to the enclosed claim 1.
[0022] The machine according to the invention com-
prises a base, support means for a plurality of articles to
be decorated, associated with the base, and a decoration
group for decorating the articles, associated with said
base, and comprising a plurality of print heads.
[0023] According to one aspect of the invention the
support means comprise at least one carousel rotatable
around a first rotation axis, and provided with a plurality
of support areas for respective articles to be decorated;
in addition, the carousel is associated with first rotatable
actuation means for selectively positioning each support
area at a respective print head.
[0024] Each print head is of the inkjet type, comprising
at least one respective head with nozzles that deliver a
specific printing fluid.
[0025] Each of the support areas comprises respective
second rotatable actuation means, suitable for rotating
the respective article around a respective second rotation
axis parallel to the aforesaid first rotation axis.
[0026] The decoration group of the machine comprises
means for translating each of the print heads along re-
spective translation directions perpendicular to the afore-
said first rotation axis: in addition, each print head com-
prises respective means for varying the tilt of the print
head.
[0027] In addition, each of the print heads comprises
means for varying the tilt of the respective head for the
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correct positioning of the ejector nozzles with respect to
the surface to be decorated of the respective article.
[0028] According to one aspect of the invention, the
means for varying the tilt comprise a rotary actuator and
a mechanism adapted to transform the motion of the out-
put shaft of the rotary actuator into a rotation motion of
the print head around a respective pivoting axis.
[0029] The dependent claims refer to preferred and ad-
vantageous embodiments of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030] The features of the invention will be better un-
derstood by each man skilled in the art from the following
description and from the enclosed drawing tables, given
as a non-limiting example, in which:

figure 1 is an axonometric view of the machine ac-
cording to the invention;
figure 2 is a detailed perspective view of the deco-
ration group of the machine;
figure 3 is a detailed perspective view of one of the
print heads of the machine.

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0031] With reference to the enclosed figure 1, refer-
ence number 1 overall indicates a machine for the dec-
oration of three-dimensional articles according to the
present invention.
[0032] The machine is suitable for specifically decorat-
ing the surface of three-dimensional articles such as
plates, bowls, trays and the like, of any shape and size,
made of any material.
[0033] For example, the articles can be made of ce-
ramic material.
[0034] Nevertheless, it is underlined that the machine
could also be employed for the surface decoration of oth-
er types of three-dimensional articles, such as bottles,
cups, containers, or anything else, without particular lim-
itations.
[0035] In addition, the machine 1 can, indiscriminately,
operate autonomously or be inserted in a more complex
line for the decoration of articles, in which it can constitute
one of the various production stations.
[0036] In figures 1-3, the article 2 to be decorated is
constituted, only by way of example, by a plate.
[0037] As stated, however, the article 2 could be of any
other type, for example it could be a bowl, a tray, or even
a cup, a bottle, more generally any article with three-
dimensional shape whose surface must be decorated
according to a specific pattern. It is observed that the
machine 1 could also operate on non-three-dimensional
articles 2, i.e. flat or two-dimensional articles such as
sheets, tiles and the like.
[0038] Nevertheless, the application of greater -
though not exclusive - practical interest is that of the dec-
oration of three-dimensional articles 2.

[0039] The machine 1 comprises a base, indicated
overall with 3.
[0040] The machine 1 also comprises support means
4 for a plurality of articles 2 to be decorated.
[0041] The support means 4 are associated with the
base 3, in the way described hereinbelow.
[0042] The machine 1 comprises a decoration group
5 for decorating the articles 2.
[0043] The decoration group 5 is associated with the
base 3, in the way described hereinbelow.
[0044] The support means 4 are associated, i.e. placed
in communication, with means for loading the articles 2
to be decorated, and/or for unloading the articles 2 al-
ready decorated.
[0045] For example, according to one embodiment of
the invention, the support means 4 can be associated
with a robot, or robotic arm, which provides for loading
the articles 2 to be decorated and for unloading the arti-
cles 2 already decorated, by picking them up and/or po-
sitioning them from/on respective dedicated transport
lines.
[0046] The decoration group 5 comprises a plurality of
print heads 6.
[0047] The print heads 6 are of inkjet type.
[0048] It is specified herein that the definition of inkjet,
referred to the particular types of print heads 6 used,
generally refers to the use of printing fluids of any type,
hence not only inks, but also enamels or still other types,
without limitation (generally, any fluid suitable for being
applied on a surface of an article 2 in order to obtain a
decorative effect, or the like).
[0049] Each print head 6 comprises at least one re-
spective head 7, with relative ejector nozzles for the print-
ing fluid.
[0050] In one embodiment of the machine, each print-
ing head 6 can be associated with a single printing fluid,
for example an ink of a single color; nevertheless, in other
embodiments, each printing head 6 could be associated
with more than one printing fluid, i.e. with inks of multiple
colors, for example by mounting multiple heads 7 on the
same printing head 6.
[0051] In general, each head 7 is of the type suitable
to deliver a controlled quantity, controlled over the unit
of time, of micro-drops of a printing fluid - e.g. ink - in-
tended to be deposited on the surface of the article 2 to
be decorated.
[0052] Of course, the type of head 7 can be varied in
relation to the specific application to be achieved.
[0053] For example, heads 7 already available on the
market as commercial components can be used, hence
they must only be mounted on the print heads 6.
[0054] According to the invention, the support means
4 comprise at least one carousel 8.
[0055] The carousel 8 is rotatable around a first rotation
axis A.
[0056] The carousel 8 comprises a plurality of support
areas 9 for respective articles 2 to be decorated.
[0057] The support areas 9 are arranged along an ideal
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circumference which follows the peripheral portion 8a of
the carousel 8.
[0058] According to the invention, the carousel 8 is as-
sociated with respective first rotatable actuation means
8b.
[0059] As will be clearer hereinbelow, the first rotatable
actuation means 8b are suitable to selectively position
each support area 9 for the articles at a respective print
head 6 provided in the decoration group 5.
[0060] The first rotatable actuation means 8b com-
prise, for example, an electric gear motor group support-
ed in the base 3, or any other kind of rotary actuator
suitable for the application.
[0061] In the present embodiment of the invention, the
first rotation axis A is vertically oriented.
[0062] In other embodiments, the first rotation axis A
could be oriented in a different manner.
[0063] The decoration group 5 comprises a support
slab 10 for supporting the printing heads 6.
[0064] The slab 10 is substantially disc-shaped; the
slab 10 therefore has an axis of cylindrical symmetry
which coincides with the first rotation axis A.
[0065] The slab 10 is supported above the carousel 8,
coaxial with the latter.
[0066] In particular, the slab 10 is supported at the top
of a tower 10a, coaxial with the first rotation axis A.
[0067] The tower 10a projects upward from the base
3 and it passes through a central hole 10b of the carousel
8.
[0068] According to the invention, and with reference
to figure 2, the decoration group 5 comprises translation
means 11 for each of the print heads 6.
[0069] In particular, the translation means 11 are
adapted to translate each of the printing heads 6 along
respective translation directions B perpendicular to the
aforesaid first rotation axis A.
[0070] More in detail, each translation direction B is
radially oriented with respect to the first rotation axis A:
consequently, each print head 6 can be brought close to
or moved away from the first rotation axis A, in relation
to the specific operative needs.
[0071] The translation means 11 comprise, for each of
the print heads 6, a screw actuator 12 supported by the
upper face of the slab 10.
[0072] The screw actuator 12 is coupled to a respective
nut screw 13, integral with the print head 6.
[0073] The print head 6 comprises, for such purpose,
a support carriage 14 which is integral with the aforesaid
nut screw 13.
[0074] The support carriage 14 is slidably associated
with the upper face of the slab 10: for example, between
the support carriage 14 and the upper face of the slab
10, linear guide means can be provided, of any type suit-
able for this specific application.
[0075] Due to the translation means 11, the head 7 of
each print head 6 can be radially moved with respect to
the slab 10 in order to reach different portions of the sur-
face of the article 2 being processed.

[0076] According to another aspect of the invention,
the support areas 9 of the carousel 8 are mutually angu-
larly equidistant around the first rotation axis A.
[0077] In addition, the machine 1 comprises at least
one loading/unloading station 15 for loading/unloading
articles 2 to be decorated or articles 2 that are already
decorated.
[0078] In the embodiment of the machine 1 represent-
ed in the figures - and only by way of example - the car-
ousel 8 comprises seven support areas 9.
[0079] At any operating instant of the machine 1, one
of the support areas 9 is situated at the loading/unloading
station 15.
[0080] At this loading/unloading station 15, decoration
processing is not carried out, but rather only the opera-
tions of positioning the articles 2 to be decorated and
picking up those already decorated are carried out.
[0081] In the carousel 8, any number of support areas
9 can evidently be provided, in relation to the specific
application needs; in addition, if necessary, in the ma-
chine 1 a different number of loading/unloading stations
15 can be provided.
[0082] According to a further aspect of the invention,
each of the support areas 9 comprises respective second
rotatable actuation means 16.
[0083] The second rotatable actuation means 16 are
suitable for rotating the respective article 2 around a re-
spective second axis C.
[0084] Each second rotation axis C is parallel to the
first rotation axis A, as shown in particular in figure 1.
[0085] The second rotatable actuation means 16 com-
prise, for example, an electric gear motor group integral
with the carousel 8, or any other rotary actuator, also of
another type, suitable for this specific application.
[0086] The carousel 8 thus comprises, at each of the
support areas 9, a respective recess 9a for housing the
second rotatable actuation means 16.
[0087] According to the invention, each of the print
heads 6 comprises means for varying the tilt 17 of the
respective head 7.
[0088] The means for varying the tilt 17 allow obtaining,
during use, the correct positioning of the ejector nozzles
of the head 7 with respect to the surface of the article 2.
[0089] As can be understood, this is particularly impor-
tant and advantageous if the article 2 does not have flat
geometry, but rather has at least one surface portion to
be decorated which is three-dimensional.
[0090] More in detail, and with particular reference to
figure 3, the aforesaid means for varying the tilt 17 com-
prise, for each of the printing heads 6, a rotary actuator
18.
[0091] The rotary actuator 18 is integral with the sup-
port carriage 14 of the print head 6.
[0092] The rotary actuator 18 can include at least one
speed reduction stage 18a.
[0093] The means for varying the tilt 17 comprise a
mechanism suitable to transform the motion of the output
shaft 18b of the rotary actuator 18 into a rotation motion
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of the head 7 (i.e. of the support 22) around the pivoting
axis 22a.
[0094] More particularly, such mechanism comprises
(or be constituted by) a crank mechanism 19, which con-
nects the rotary actuator 18 to the head 7.
[0095] More in detail, the crank mechanism 19 com-
prises a first member 20 pivoted to the output shaft 18b
of the rotary actuator, and a second member 21 pivoted
both to the first member 20 and to the head 7.
[0096] For such purpose, the head 7 is associated with
a respective support 22, which is pivoted to the aforesaid
second member 21 of the crank mechanism 19.
[0097] The support 22 is pivoted to the slab 10 of the
decoration group 5 at a pivoting axis 22a perpendicular
to the first rotation axis A: more in detail, the first pivoting
axis 22a is arranged with tangential orientation with re-
spect to the slab 10.
[0098] The pivoting axis 22a is parallel to the axis
around which the second member 21 and the support 22
are hinged to each other.
[0099] As can be easily understood by observing figure
3, a clockwise rotation of the output shaft 18b corre-
sponds with a clockwise rotation of the support 22 around
the pivoting axis 22a; in the same manner, an anti-clock-
wise rotation of the output shaft 18b corresponds with an
anti-clockwise rotation of the support 22 around the piv-
oting axis 22a.
[0100] It is thus possible to vary, in a very simple and
totally automated manner, the tilt of the plane on which
the ejector nozzles of the head 7 lie, with respect to the
plane of the slab 10, which is of course parallel to the
plane on which all the articles 2 being processed lie.
[0101] According to one aspect of the invention, the
support means 4 are movable from an inactive position
to an operative position, in which the print heads 6 oper-
ate on the surface of the respective articles 2.
[0102] More in detail, the aforesaid inactive position
provides that the support means 4 are lowered and far
from the decoration group 5, while in the operative posi-
tion the support means 4 are raised such that each print
head 6 can come close to the surface of the respective
article 2.
[0103] In order to obtain this result, the support means
4 are provided with respective means for translating
along the first rotation axis A.
[0104] In another embodiment of the invention, in a
functionally equivalent manner, the support means 4 for
supporting articles 2 can be maintained fixed with respect
to the base 3, while the decoration group 5 can be pro-
vided with respective means for translating between an
inactive position (raised) and an operative position (low-
ered).
[0105] According to another aspect of the invention,
each print head 6 is provided with feeding means 23 of
a printing fluid to the respective head 7.
[0106] The feeding means 23 are operatively connect-
ed to a respective tank of the printing fluid, which can be
incorporated on the print head 6, or which can be housed

in a remote position, for example in a suitable seat pro-
vided in the base 3.
[0107] The feeding means 23 can also comprise a re-
spective system for recirculating the printing fluid, which
maintains the fluid itself in the optimal conditions for being
applied on the surface of the article 2 to be decorated,
even in the time intervals in which a specific print head
6 is not operative.
[0108] The feeding means 23 of each of the print heads
6 are operatively controlled by a local control unit 24,
which controls and manages the delivery of the relative
printing fluid to the head 7.
[0109] Both the feeding means 23 and the local control
unit 24 are integral with the support carriage 14 of the
print head 6.
[0110] In particular, the feeding means 23 and the local
control unit 24 are integral with an extension 14a of the
support carriage 14.
[0111] The feeding means 23 and/or the local control
unit 24 could also be provided elsewhere in the decora-
tion group 5.
[0112] The machine 1 according to the invention also
comprises a central processing and control unit 25.
[0113] The central processing and control unit 25 is
operatively connected to all the functional groups and
actuators of the machine 1, including the local control
unit 24 and the feeding means 23 for the various print
heads 6.
[0114] The operation of the various groups of the ma-
chine is coordinated in a manner such that the combina-
tion of the single decorative designs executed by the var-
ious print heads 6 overall attains, on the surface of the
article 2, a polychromatic decorative pattern, possibly al-
so complex, and of high quality and repeatability.
[0115] The operation of the machine 1 according to the
invention is fully intuitive, in light of the above disclosure.
[0116] It is assumed that a specific decoration work to
be carried out on articles 2 (i.e. a specific decorative pat-
tern to be attained) consists of a certain number of single
decoration steps that each print head 6 must execute (for
example, the overall work can be constituted by the com-
bination of different decoration steps carried out with print
inks of different color).
[0117] The support means 4 are initially in the lower
inactive position.
[0118] In this position, the articles 2 to be decorated
can be introduced into the machine 1. An article 2 to be
decorated is therefore positioned (manually or, as stated
above, with the aid of a robot or another similar automatic
device) on the support area 9 that is situated at the load-
ing/unloading station 15.
[0119] At the loading/unloading station 15, i.e. on top
of the latter, the decoration group 5 does not comprise
print heads 6.
[0120] The carousel 8 is driven to rotate a pre-estab-
lished angular excursion such to carry the just-loaded
article 2 to below a specific print head 6 (e.g. that which
in that moment is situated immediately adjacent to the
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loading/unloading station 15).
[0121] The above-described operation is repeated by
loading further articles 2 into the machine 1, and the car-
ousel 8 is rotated for subsequent steps until all the sup-
port areas 9 of the carousel 8 itself are provided with a
respective article 2 to be decorated (except that corre-
sponding with the loading/unloading station 15).
[0122] At this point, the support means 4 can be raised
into the operative position, and each print head 6 can
carry out a specific decoration processing on the surface
of the respective article 2.
[0123] In order to achieve this, during the execution of
the decoration the translation means 11 and/or the
means for varying the tilt 17 of each of the print heads 6
can be selectively actuated, so as to carry, instant-by-
instant, the respective head 7 into the correct position on
the surface of the article 2 in order to realize a specific
pattern.
[0124] At the same time, also the second rotatable ac-
tuation means 16 can be actuated for each support area
9, which allow rotating the article 2 around its axis of
symmetry: in this manner, it is possible to carry any por-
tion of the surface of the article 2 to below the head 7.
[0125] When all the print heads 6 (i.e. those actually
active) have terminated their step of decoration on the
respective article 2, the carousel 8 is driven to rotate a
predetermined angular excursion, so as to carry each
article 2 present on the machine 1 to another print head
6, where it will undergo a different and subsequent dec-
oration step.
[0126] As can be understood, therefore, at any instant
of the machine 1 operation, each processing station car-
ries out a specific decoration step on a respective article
2: in other words, at each instant of the operation, six
articles 2 are simultaneously decorated - in this particular
case.
[0127] This clearly allows considerably reducing the
production times, since in the time interval in which a
machine of known type completely decorates one article
2, the machine 1 according to the present invention al-
lows completely decorating a plurality of articles 2.
[0128] When a specific article 2 is moved below each
of the print heads 6 - or in other words when it has un-
dergone all the steps necessary for obtaining the final
decorative design - it is carried, by the carousel 8, to the
loading-unloading station 15, where it is picked up (for
example by a robotic arm).
[0129] As the already-decorated articles 2 are picked
up from the machine 1, other articles to be decorated can
be loaded at the station 15, and the production cycle con-
tinues without pause.
[0130] The above description assumes that all the print
heads 6 present in the decoration group 8 participate in
the execution of a specific overall decorative pattern.
[0131] Of course, there can be production situations in
which one or more print heads 6 are inactive (e.g. be-
cause the ink of a specific color is not used in executing
a decoration): in this case, the print head 6 which is not

active is skipped by the rotation of the carousel 8, which
carries each article 2 to the immediately successive print
head 6.
[0132] It is thus seen that the invention attains the pro-
posed objects.
[0133] The decorating machine according to the
present invention allows simultaneously attaining, on
certain three-dimensional articles, decorations that are
also polychromatic and complex, with operating times
that are decidedly lower than those of the machines of
type presently diffused on the market.
[0134] The result is obtained with a machine that is
structurally simple and inexpensive, easy to assemble,
also using numerous already-available commercial com-
ponents, and also easy and quick to insert in already-
existing production lines.
[0135] The use of inkjet print heads 7, controlled with
precision by the respective local control units 24, allows
obtaining infinite graphical solutions and infinite chromat-
ic combinations on the surface of the articles 2, without
any adjustment intervention or parts substitution.
[0136] Another considerable advantage that the ma-
chine 1 according to the present invention allows attain-
ing is the possibility of simultaneously working articles 2
that are not identical to each other.
[0137] For example, since each print head 6 can be
programmed in order to execute a specific decorative
design on an article 2, in a same work cycle the machine
1 can execute separate processing on single articles 2,
which in the end will have different appearances from
each other.
[0138] Hence, since the heads 7 of each print head 6
can be automatically moved with respect to each other,
also the shape of the articles 2 being simultaneously
processed on the machine 1 can be different: in other
words, the machine 1 can simultaneously work articles
2 with different shape in order to attain decorative pattern
thereon that are also different.
[0139] This means that the machine according to the
invention, in addition to having improved performances
from the standpoint of operating times, is also consider-
ably more versatile with respect to the devices of known
type, since it can effectively carry out the processing of
batches of different products, and small amounts thereof.
[0140] The invention is defined by the claims.

Claims

1. Machine for the decoration of three-dimensional ar-
ticles, comprising:

a base (3),
support means (4) for a plurality of articles (2)
to be decorated, associated with said base (3),
a decoration group (5) of the articles (2) associ-
ated with said base (3),
said decoration group (5) comprising a plurality
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of print heads (6),
said support means (4) comprising at least one
carousel (8) rotatable about a first rotation axis
(A), and provided with a plurality of support ar-
eas (9) for respective articles (2) to be decorat-
ed,
said carousel (8) being associated with first ro-
tatable actuation means (8b) for selectively po-
sitioning each support area (9) at a respective
print head (6),
each of said print heads (6) comprising means
for varying the tilt (17) of the respective head (7)
for the correct positioning of the ejector nozzles
with respect to the surface to be decorated of
the respective article (2),
wherein said means for varying the tilt (17) com-
prise a rotary actuator (18) and a mechanism
suitable to transform the motion of the output
shaft (18b) of the rotary actuator (18) into a ro-
tation motion of said head (7) around a respec-
tive pivoting axis (22a), wherein said decoration
group (5) comprises a support slab (10) of said
print heads (6), and translation means (11) of
each of said print heads (6) along a respective
translation direction (B) perpendicular to said
first rotation axis (A),
characterized in that said mechanism compris-
es a crank mechanism (19) which comprises a
first member (20) pivoted to said output shaft
(18b), and a second member (21) pivoted to both
said first member (20) and to said head (7), and
in that said head (7) is associated with a respec-
tive support (22) pivoted to said slab (10) about
said pivoting axis (22a) perpendicular to said
first rotation axis (A)

2. Machine according to claim 1 , wherein said print
heads (6) are of the inkjet type, provided with at least
one head (7) with ejector nozzles of a predetermined
printing fluid.

3. Machine according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein said support areas (9) of said carousel (8)
are mutually angularly equidistant about said first ro-
tation axis (A).

4. Machine according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein each of said support areas (9) comprises
respective second rotatable actuation means (16)
suitable for rotating the respective article (2) about
a respective second rotation axis (C) parallel to said
first rotation axis (A).

5. Machine according to one of claims 1-4, wherein said
translation means (11) comprise, for each of said
print heads (6), a screw actuator (12) integral to said
slab (10) and coupled to a respective nut screw (13)
integral to said print head (6), said print head (6)

comprising a support carriage (14) slidably associ-
ated with said slab (10).

6. Machine according to one of the preceding claims,
comprising at least one loading/unloading station
(15) of the articles (2) still to be decorated or already
decorated.

7. Machine according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein said decoration group (5) is movable from
an inactive position to an operative position in which
said print heads (6) operate on the surface of the
respective articles (2).

8. Machine according to one of claims 1-7, wherein said
slab (10) is shaped substantially as a disc with axis
of symmetry coincident with said first rotation axis
(A), said first rotation axis (A) being oriented verti-
cally, said slab (10) being supported above said car-
ousel (8).

9. Machine according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein each of said print heads (6) comprises a
respective support carriage (14), feeding means (23)
of a printing fluid to said head (7) supported by said
carriage (14), and/or a local control unit (24) of the
operation of said head (7) supported by said carriage
(14).

Patentansprüche

1. Maschine zur Dekoration von dreidimensionalen Ar-
tikeln, umfassend: eine Basis (3),
Trägermittel (4) für eine Vielzahl von zu dekorieren-
den Artikeln (2), die mit der besagten Basis (3) ver-
bunden sind,
eine Dekorationsgruppe (5) der Artikel (2), die mit
der besagten Basis (3) verbunden ist,
wobei die besagte Dekorationsgruppe (5) eine Viel-
zahl von Druckköpfen (6) umfasst,
wobei die besagten Trägermittel (4) mindestens ein
Karussell (8) umfassen, das um eine erste Drehach-
se (A) drehbar und mit einer Vielzahl von Trägerbe-
reichen (9) für jeweilige zu dekorierende Artikel (2)
versehen ist,
wobei das besagte Karussell (8) mit ersten drehba-
ren Betätigungsmitteln (8b) zum selektiven Positio-
nieren jedes Trägerbereichs (9) an einem jeweiligen
Druckkopf (6) verbunden ist,
wobei jeder der besagten Druckköpfe (6) Mittel zum
Verändern der Neigung (17) des jeweiligen Kopfes
(7) zum korrekten Positionieren der Ejektordüsen in
Bezug auf die zu dekorierende Oberfläche des je-
weiligen Artikels (2) umfasst,
worin die besagten Mittel zum Verändern der Nei-
gung (17) einen Drehaktuator (18) und einen Me-
chanismus, der zum Umwandeln der Bewegung der
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Ausgangswelle (18b) des Drehaktuators (18) in eine
Drehbewegung des Kopfes (7) um eine jeweilige
Schwenkachse (22a) geeignet ist, umfassen, worin
die besagte Dekorationsgruppe (5) eine Trägerplatte
(10) der besagten Druckköpfe (6) und Verschie-
bungsmittel (11) jedes der besagten Druckköpfe (6)
entlang einer jeweiligen Verschiebungsrichtung (B)
senkrecht zu der besagten ersten Drehachse (A)
umfasst,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der besagte Me-
chanismus einen Kurbelmechanismus (19) umfasst,
der ein erstes Element (20), das schwenkbar an der
besagten Ausgangswelle (18b) angeordnet ist, und
ein zweites Element (21), das sowohl an dem be-
sagten ersten Element (20) als auch an dem besag-
ten Kopf (7) schwenkbar angeordnet ist, umfasst und
dadurch, dass
der besagte Kopf (7) mit einem jeweiligen Träger
(22) verbunden ist, der schwenkbar an der besagten
Platte (10) um die besagte Schwenkachse (22a)
senkrecht zur ersten Drehachse (A) angeordnet ist.

2. Maschine nach Anspruch 1, worin die besagten
Druckköpfe (6) vom Tintenstrahltyp sind, die mit min-
destens einem Kopf (7) mit Ejektordüsen eines vor-
bestimmten Druckfluids versehen sind.

3. Maschine nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, worin die besagten Trägerbereiche (9) des
besagten Karussells (8) winkelmäßig äquidistant zu-
einander um die besagte erste Drehachse (A) sind.

4. Maschine nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, worin jeder der Trägerbereiche (9) jeweili-
ge zweite drehbare Betätigungsmittel (16) umfasst,
die zum Drehen des jeweiligen Artikels (2) um eine
jeweilige zweite Drehachse (C) parallel zu der be-
sagten ersten Drehachse (A) geeignet sind.

5. Maschine nach einem der Ansprüche 1-4, worin die
besagten Verschiebungsmittel (11) für jeden der be-
sagten Druckköpfe (6) einen Schraubenaktuator
(12) umfassen, der mit der besagten Platte (10) ein-
stückig ist und mit einer jeweiligen Mutterschraube
(13) gekoppelt ist, die mit dem besagten Druckkopf
(6) einstückig ist, wobei der besagte Druckkopf (6)
einen Trägerschlitten (14) umfasst, der verschiebbar
mit der besagten Platte (10) verbunden ist.

6. Maschine nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, umfassend mindestens eine Be-/Entla-
destation (15) der noch zu dekorierenden oder be-
reits dekorierten Artikel (2) .

7. Maschine nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, worin die besagte Dekorationsgruppe (5)
aus einer inaktiven Position in eine Betriebsposition,
in der die besagten Druckköpfe (6) auf der Oberflä-

che der jeweiligen Artikel (2) arbeiten, bewegbar ist.

8. Maschine nach einem der Ansprüche 1-7, worin die
besagte Platte (10) im Wesentlichen als eine Schei-
be mit einer Symmetrieachse geformt ist, die mit der
besagten ersten Drehachse (A) übereinstimmt, wo-
bei die besagte erste Drehachse (A) vertikal ausge-
richtet ist, wobei die besagte Platte (10) über dem
besagten Karussell (8) getragen wird.

9. Maschine nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, worin jeder der besagten Druckköpfe (6)
einen jeweiligen Trägerschlitten (14), Zuführmittel
(23) eines Druckfluids zu dem besagten Kopf, getra-
gen von dem besagten Schlitten (14), und/oder eine
lokale Steuereinheit (24) des Betriebs des besagten
Kopfes (7), getragen von dem besagten Schlitten
(14), umfasst.

Revendications

1. Machine pour la décoration d’articles tridimension-
nels, comprenant :

une base (3),
des moyens de support (4) pour une pluralité
d’articles (2) devant être décorés, associés à
ladite base (3),
un groupe de décoration (5) des articles (2) as-
socié à ladite base (3),
ledit groupe de décoration (5) comprenant une
pluralité de têtes d’impression (6),
lesdits moyens de support (4) comprenant au
moins un carrousel (8) rotatif autour d’un pre-
mier axe de rotation (A), et étant dotés d’une
pluralité de zones de support (9) pour des arti-
cles (2) respectifs qui doivent être décorés,
ledit carrousel (8) étant associé à des premiers
moyens d’actionnement rotatifs (8b) pour posi-
tionner sélectivement chaque zone de support
(9) au niveau d’une tête d’impression (6) res-
pective,
chacune desdites têtes d’impression (6) com-
prenant des moyens pour modifier l’inclinaison
(17) de la tête (7) respective pour le positionne-
ment correct des buses d’éjecteur par rapport à
la surface qui doit être décorée de l’article (2)
respectif,
dans laquelle lesdits moyens pour modifier l’in-
clinaison (17) comprennent un actionneur rotatif
(18) et un mécanisme adapté pour transformer
le mouvement de l’arbre de sortie (18b) de l’ac-
tionneur rotatif (18) en mouvement rotatif de la-
dite tête (7) autour d’un axe pivotant (22a) res-
pectif, dans laquelle ledit groupe de décoration
(5) comprend une plaque de support (10) des-
dites têtes d’impression (6), et des moyens de
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translation (11) de chacune desdites têtes d’im-
pression (6) le long d’une direction de translation
(B) respective perpendiculaire audit premier axe
de rotation (A),
caractérisée en ce que ledit mécanisme com-
prend un mécanisme à manivelle (19) qui com-
prend un premier élément (20) articulé sur ledit
arbre de sortie (18b), et un deuxième élément
(21) articulé sur ledit premier élément (20) et sur
ladite tête (7), et en ce que ladite tête (7) est
associée à un support (22) respectif articulé sur
ladite plaque (10) autour dudit axe pivotant (22a)
perpendiculaire audit premier axe de rotation
(A).

2. Machine selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle les-
dites têtes d’impression (6) sont du type à jet d’encre,
dotées d’au moins une tête (7) avec des buses
d’éjecteur d’un liquide d’impression prédéterminé.

3. Machine selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans laquelle lesdites zones de support (9) dudit
carrousel (8) sont équidistantes mutuellement angu-
lairement autour dudit premier axe de rotation (A).

4. Machine selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans laquelle chacune desdites zones de sup-
port (9) comprend des deuxièmes moyens d’action-
nement rotatifs (16) respectifs adaptés pour faire
tourner l’article (2) respectif autour d’un deuxième
axe de rotation (C) respectif parallèle audit premier
axe de rotation (A).

5. Machine selon l’une des revendications 1 à 4, dans
laquelle lesdits moyens de translation (11) compren-
nent, pour chacune desdites têtes d’impression (6),
un actionneur à vis (12) intégral avec ladite plaque
(10) et couplé à une vis à écrou (13) respective in-
tégrale avec ladite tête d’impression (6), ladite tête
d’impression (6) comprenant un chariot de support
(14) associé de manière coulissante à ladite plaque
(10) .

6. Machine selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, comprenant au moins une station de charge-
ment/déchargement (15) des articles (2) qui doivent
encore être décorés ou qui sont déjà décorés.

7. Machine selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans laquelle ledit groupe de décoration (5) est
mobile d’une position inactive à une position d’utili-
sation dans laquelle lesdites têtes d’impression (6)
fonctionnent sur la surface des articles (2) respectifs.

8. Machine selon l’une des revendications 1 à 7, dans
laquelle ladite plaque (10) est formée sensiblement
comme un disque avec un axe de symétrie qui coïn-
cide avec ledit premier axe de rotation (A), ledit pre-

mier axe de rotation (A) étant orienté verticalement,
ladite plaque (10) étant supportée au-dessus dudit
carrousel (8) .

9. Machine selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans laquelle chacune desdites têtes d’impres-
sion (6) comprend un chariot de support (14) res-
pectif, des moyens d’alimentation (23) d’un liquide
d’impression à ladite tête (7) supportée par ledit cha-
riot (14), et/ou une unité de commande locale (24)
du fonctionnement de ladite tête (7) supportée par
ledit chariot (14).
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